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Abstract 

The nucleation of acetaminophen (AAP) in the presence 
of various dispersed excipients commonly used in the 
pharmaceutical industry including α-Lactose 
Monohydrate (α−LMH), α/β-Lactose (α/β−Lac), δ-D-
Mannitol (δ-D-Mann) and microcrystalline cellulose 
(MCC) was examined. The rate and extent of AAP 
crystallisation was analysed by supernatant solubility 
studies while the isolated solid phase was characterised 
by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM), in situ SEM-Raman and Raman 
spectroscopy to establish evidence of heterogeneous 
nucleation. The excipient nature, AAP/Excipient 
contact time, AAP/Excipient mass ratio, and 
supersaturation (S) were optimised.   
 
1. Introduction 
There is an on-going requirement in the pharmaceutical 
industry to streamline manufacturing processes.  A 
potential novel approach to addressing this issue is the 
cooling crystallisation of Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients (APIs) in the presence of dispersed 
excipient particles with the aim of promoting nucleation 
and growth of the API on the surface of the excipient 
particles [1].  Advantages of this approach include a 
reduction in the induction time and the promotion of 
crystallisation at lower saturations.   
 
2. Preliminary work 
Our preliminary work has established methanol as a 
suitable solvent since the solubility of the selected 
excipients was negligible compared to that of AAP 
under the same conditions. Additionally, the induction 
time of AAP in methanol was greater than 2 hours at a 
supersaturation (c/c*) of 1.25. 
 
3. Influence of the excipient nature 
The results showed a decrease in the induction time 
with 80-100% crystal yield within 2 hours in the 
presence of excipients (Figure 1). The fastest nucleation 
rate occurred in the presence of α-LMH, whereas the 
slowest rate was for α/β-Lac. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and in situ SEM-
Raman spectroscopy confirmed that the particles of < 
20 µm observed on the surface of larger particles 
(Figure 2) were AAP whilst micro-focus Raman 
confirmed that the underlying larger particles were 
excipient, as indicated in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 1: Percentage of AAP crystallised following different 

times. S=1.25, Top= 15°C, AAP/(AAP+excipient)=26% 

   
Figure 2: SEM images of the solid fraction 1) α/β-Lac 2) MCC 

 
Figure 3: In situ SEM-Raman spectra of individual particles  

4. Influence of supersaturation 
The percentage of AAP crystallised was independent of 
the loading parameter [AAP/(Excipient+AAP)*100] 
within the range 26 – 68% as shown in Figure 4. 
However, the percentage of AAP crystallised increased 
linearly for AAP supersaturation (SS) levels between 
1.15 and 1.4 (Figure 5).  
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Figure 4: % of AAP crystallised 
following variation in the loading 
parameter. α/β-Lact, time=2h, S= 

1.25, Tcry = 15°C. 

Figure 5: % and amount (g) of 
AAP crystallised with variations 
in AAP supersaturation (SS). 
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